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BE DIRECT

The digital space and social 
tools created new ways to 
promote ideas and attention 
to moral topics.

BE EMOTIONAL

We have to rethink how to 
draw attention to moral 
questions. 

INSIGHT_ONE

HEADER:

New possibilities to create awareness and attention



INSIGHT_ONE

QUESTION 01:

How can we use 
digital space to 
address moral 
issues?

QUESTION 02:

Is it okay to use 
Social Media for 
this?

QUESTION 03:

What other tools can 
we use to draw 
attention?

QUESTION 04:

Isn’t it simply a 
question of 
innovation and 
creativity to 
address moral 
questions the right 
way?

QUESTION 05:

What is the 
potential behind our 
multiverse and the 
connectedness around 
the globe?



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT ONE DESCRIPTION

Information and cultural capital dominates 
money. Having this in mind, we should look for 
the opportunities the digital age has given us 
to use alternative forms of capital for e.g. 
funding social development projects. 

How we critically examine moral issues today and 
draw attention to them needs to be adapted to 
the digital age. Also Social Media tools are new 
possibilities to create awareness and attention 
around moral issues. Within seconds, we could 
draw attention to any topic to any person within 
our target group. An influencer for example, 
posts different issues every day. Why can’t also 
moral questions be raised the same way? 

Digital Space is only one tool though, also the 
offline world offers a wide range of 
opportunities to raise attention, e.g. art, 
politics, theater. It is simply a question of 
trying out new things.

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Moral questions are often declared 

as “uncool” in Social Media

+ Catch the right target group

+ Trying out new formats

SKILLS:

+ Openness for digital space

+ Access to the right target group

POTENTIAL:

+ Attention to important questions

+ Attention to social entrepreneurs

+ New ways to create awareness
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BE DIRECT

If people start working 
together, we could create 
possibilities we’ve only 
dreamed of. 

BE EMOTIONAL

We have the future in our 
hands. 

INSIGHT_TWO

HEADER:

The biggest change comes from the people who work together.



QUESTION 01:

How can we boost the 
development of 
society?

QUESTION 02:

Can we achieve more 
if we work together 
in collaborations?

QUESTION 03:

Does it matter who 
is in the team?

QUESTION 04:

What will the future 
generation do about 
societal 
development? 

QUESTION 05:

How can we overcome 
the consumer 
society?

INSIGHT_TWO



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT TWO DESCRIPTION

People working in a team can ignite incredible 
power together. The actual change in development 
of society comes from the people who work 
together itself.

The right collaboration needs the right people 
put together on the right level. This makes it 
possible to create open-minded communities with 
people who are eager to share their opinion and 
are more willing to take action. Often these 
people have an inner urge to do something good 
and are strong team players.  

Unfortunately, the consumer society in which we 
live makes us very individualistic and a little 
selfish, but there is a high chance of a change 
in the next generation. 

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Overcome the consumer society

+ Building strong teams

+ 

+

SKILLS:

+ Strong-mindedness

+ Willing to act (together)

+ Teamspirit

+ 

POTENTIAL:

+ Change of development of society

+ Unfold energy 

+ Creating new possibilities as a 

team

+
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BE DIRECT

Large institutions today 
have the potential to 
influence our development to 
a great extent. 

BE EMOTIONAL

We need to be aware of these 
giants seeking to change us 
and our behaviour.

INSIGHT_THREE

HEADER:

Personal & social development gets influenced by
large institutions, politics, tech giants, etc.



INSIGHT_THREE

QUESTION 01:

By who do we get 
influenced?

QUESTION 02:

Should this really 
become a political 
issue?

QUESTION 03:

What indicates, that 
I am already 
influenced to a 
great extent? 

QUESTION 04:

How can we defend 
ourselves?

QUESTION 05:

What potentials 
might arise through 
this?



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT THREE DESCRIPTION

In the modern world and through potentials of 
big data, AI, brands, influencers (in Social 
Media e.g.), it is made possible for giant 
institutions, to influence the citizens of the 
world to a great extent. They can affect which 
political parties we vote, how we govern, how we 
want to live, what we want to buy. 

We need to be aware of these influences and 
affects and need to listen to ourselves first. 

The potentials of big data, AI etc. might also 
have a positive effect. It could be possible to 
solve disease mysteries through deep learning, 
for example. 

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Trust in technology

+ Control of society 

+ Real world vs. fake world

SKILLS:

+ Self-awareness

+ Trust in yourself

POTENTIAL:

+ Solving mysteries (diseases, 

crimes, etc.)







SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION
The global internet access has shaped our world and is
constantly changing it. In this region, aspects such as
change through big data or interconnectedness are
highlighted.

The Interconnectedness has a huge impact on our
everyday’s choices. In the past, most of the people
were not used to hearing opinions of people from other
countries and cultures. That has changed, as we get to
hear different positions and perspectives in almost
because it offers us all a great potential to form our
opinion through various cultural and social aspects.

We all get influenced by large organisations, companies
etc. in our behaviour and actions. Though, the degree
of influence is also determined by the psychological
and social development of ourselves.

THE REGION OF:

PARALLEL PERSPECTIVES 

GLobal connectivity

Our new Multiverse


